Summer Spanish Activity Board
Order Food

DuoLingo

Movie Time

Go to an Hispanic
Login to your DuoLingo Watch one of your favorite
Restaurant and order your
for Schools account
movies in Spanish. Go to
food in Spanish
using your ULS Google the root menu and select
credentials and do a few Spanish in the language
exercises
options
Spanish Games
Play a Spanish game like
Rayuela (hopscotch) or
Cuban dominos . Make
sure to use your Spanish
numbers!
Label

Dance

Communicate

Teach
Teach a friend or family
member some Spanish
words you know

Cook

Learn a Spanish dance Call , text or get together Cook a Hispanic or Spanish
like Flamenco the
with a friend and practice
meal for your family
Chilean Cueca or the
your Spanish greetings
Mexican Jarabe Tapatío
Hola Amigo Basic
Conversation
Paletas

Weather Forecast

Use Google Translate to Make Mexican Paletas Learn some basic weather
make a list of things in
(Popsicles) using
expressions
your house and label them
Hispanic flavors
Weather vocabulary
with their Spanish name
Or a weather song
Tongue Twisters

Listen to a Story

Practice saying some of
these Spanish
trabalengues

Spanish Read-a-louds

Chalk Art

Music
Stream a Spanish music
playlist. Sample the
different genres of Latin
music
Shop

Decorate your driveway or Use Google Translate to
sidewalk with the flags of translate your shopping list
https://www.youtube.com/
the Spanish speaking
and use your Spanish list to
results?
search_query=spanish+read+
countries
help with the shopping
a+loud+stories+for+kids

Flags

Artists

Quizlet

Sing

Read

Research a Spanish or
Hispanic artist and create
artwork reflecting their
style

Login to your Quizlet
account with your ULS
Google credentials and
review your vocab

Sing and learn with these
fun songs

Visit your local library and
ask the librarian to help
you find some Spanish
versions of your favorite
books

Frida Kahlo (Spanish)

Basho & Friends
Mix—Popular Children’s
songs

Artistas Latinoamericanas
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